WEBINAR
July 15th, 2pm-4.30pm (CEST)
host: EPICUR Student Board

„Let’s Become a European University!“

For interested students from all eight partner universities. Open to the public. Please sign up via the registration form in order to attend.

The EPICUR Student Board is organising its first webinar in order to actively engage students in discussions about European Universities in general, and the EPICUR network explicitly. We want to learn more about your thoughts and expectations on and for such networks. Furthermore, we also want to know what students think about certain projects that EPICUR is currently working on. The webinar requires no prior knowledge of the project or the European Universities Initiative in general. We are looking forward to all students interested in shaping the future physical and virtual campus experience.

with: Michel Deneken, President of EPICUR, University of Strasbourg and EPICUR project staff

Program

I. Presentation of EPICUR
II. Break-out-Session
   (1) Mobility
   (2) Program/Study Track Design
   (3) What is a (European) University about?
III. Conclusion

Register Now
If you’re having trouble while registering, please get in touch with: contact@epicur.education

www.epicur.education
EPICUR, a European University for the future, is a place where all boundlessly mobile students, doctoral candidates and staff can acquire a broad, interdisciplinary, academic perspective strongly rooted in European traditions, irrespective of their nationality, mother tongue, cultural or socio-economic background.

EPICUR is ready to address these challenges by bringing together the unique experience, knowledge and creative potential of European regions and cities.

It will build bridges between the creative academic communities of eight leading European universities, serving as intellectual hubs to the surrounding research and innovation landscapes and beyond. As gateways in connecting various adjacent regions and networks across Europe, EPICUR will develop sustainable governance structures catering to substantive long-term collaboration in teaching and research. Current and future generations of EPICUR students, as well as researchers and staff, will become aware...
of the importance of European Identities: Europe’s multilingualism and cultural diversity as a strength, rather than a weakness, and mobility as an indispensable asset of learning.

In a spirit of mutual trust, reciprocity and responsibility, and in fair partnerships with other world regions, EPICUR connects its activities for a peaceful, sustainable and prosperous Europe of tomorrow.

**PUTTING OUR VISION INTO PRACTICE**

**KEY DELIVERABLES / ACTIVITIES**

- Consolidate and connect study programmes in the field of European languages, establishing a model language policy for multilingual universities.

- Expand the teaching offer in the field of Liberal Arts and Sciences, working towards a ‘European Bachelor of Liberal Arts and Sciences’.

- Create a virtual inter-university EPICUR campus environment to broaden the opportunities for virtual mobility and the development of new courses, testing a learning platform based on gamification.

- Strengthen inter-regional meta-networks, developing master labs and research internships for graduate students in partnership with societal partners and private enterprises.

- Foster university community involvement and appropriation of the alliance through annual forums, ambassador programmes, challenges and festivals.

**HOW OUR ALLIANCE WILL TRANSFORM OUR UNIVERSITIES**

EPICUR’s university of tomorrow will be:

- Bilingual, and even multilingual, with a strong intercultural awareness.

- Physical and virtual, encouraging the free movement of students and staff through innovative teaching and learning models on connected campuses.

- Innovative in research activities, encouraging academics and students to explore new topics and areas.

- Connected to European universities and regions.

- Based on a light and confident governance to ensure the long-term sustainable development of collaboration in education and research.

- www.epicur.education   @EpicurAlliance

#EuropeanUniversities
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